INFORMATION
IT’S FINALLY HERE:
Atlantic West Management Group, Inc., (Atlantic West) a 18 year old Software Development
Company is pleased to announce an exciting new project designed to support and intensify the
Information Technology [IT] industry for Caribbean residents. IT Service and Development is
one of the few untapped areas where the Caribbean region can compete with the rest of the world
on an even playing field. Atlantic West, a company with its roots on the Island Nation of Antigua
& Barbuda, has launched an International Internet Based Lottery Program that brings about
World-Wide participation in a brand new Hybrid Lottery Game. The revolutionary game
combines Texas Hold'em Poker with a weekly "Pick-6" lottery drawing that creates a special
exciting experience for poker players and lottery players alike.
The game is owned and operated by the AWMG Caribbean IT Scholarship Foundation, Inc. (a
U.S. and Florida Registered 501C3 Non Profit Corporation and can be viewed and played at:
http://www.placeyourchipscaribbean.com, and is currently available in its Final Beta Test Mode
for all to try.

HOW IT WORKS:
When player enters the site, Player has a choice of which one of the 10 Caribbean countries
Player chooses to support. When registered at the login page for their country of choice, that
country where Player registered will receive the benefit of Player’s annual subscription purchase.

THE GAME CONSISTS OF 2 ELEMENTS:
Part 1
Each subscribed player receives 50 tickets every Monday morning at 10:00 am U.S. Eastern
Time and has several participation options.
1.

Player can pick 6 numbers each, on up to 50 tickets, and submit the tickets for the
drawing on the next Sunday at 12 Noon U.S. Eastern Time.

2.

Player can request that the system automatically create the numbers for up to Fifty
tickets and submit the tickets for the drawing on the next Sunday at 12 Noon U.S.
Eastern Time.

3.

They can convert up to 50 tickets into 50,000 poker points each and use those points to
enter a 6 ½ day per week "Open Sit N Go" poker tournament. In this tournament player
can win one pick six ticket for every 50,000 points that they win, however, Player may
not combine tickets as each ticket stands on its own. When Player decides to convert
poker points back to Pick Six tickets, the Player has the option of either picking the six
numbers for each ticket or allowing the system to assign the numbers automatically. Any
poker points that have not been either converted to Pick Six Tickets before 10:00 am U.S.
Eastern Time will be automatically converted by the system, and an e-mail notifying the
player will be sent indicating the ticket numbers that were automatically entered into the
noon drawing. This effectively increases the odds of winning in the weekly Pick Six
Drawing.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Part 2
The Pick-6 drawing where players use their redeemed poker points for Pick-6, or uses their
initial pick six tickets without having played poker.
Each Player buys an annual membership for $ 29.95 USD that comes with 50 weekly tickets.
Each ticket can be used directly for the lottery drawing or can be converted to 50,000 poker
points. Therefore each ticket can either be redeemed immediately for a single ticket in the
weekly Pick-6 lottery game, or optionally be used to enter the weekly poker tournament. Player
may continue to play poker as often as they wish until they either lose the 50,000 points, or can
continue to play until they have earned enough poker points to convert to multiple Pick-6
Tickets.
Each week's Top Poker Tournament winner will be rewarded with 100 Pick-6 tickets for the next
week's drawing, along with a promotional prize, and the 2nd place winner will be rewarded with
50 Pick-6 tickets.
As players achieve more poker points, they may redeem them for one Pick-6 ticket per 50,000
poker points.

TICKET SUBSCRIPTION SALES DISTRIBUTION:
Each subscription purchase dollar will be distributed as follows: 40% is applied to the Winner(s)
of the Weekly Pick-6 Drawing, 5% is given to the country of the player’s registration, and 40%
is applied to a College IT Scholarship Fund. Scholarships are awarded to students from the
country where player registered and are based on applications presented to that country’s
Minister of Education. The remaining 15% is retained by Atlantic West Management Group, Inc
to cover the cost of operating the game.

EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE PURPOSE:
This program is specifically designed to elevate the Caribbean Nation’s IT (Information
Technology) education opportunities, activities and industry exposure. For these reasons,
residents of the countries benefitting from the program will not be allowed to purchase tickets.
Caribbean residents from each of the 10 Caribbean Countries may play for Free and for Fun with
no possibility of winning any prizes.

